
case study

Seamless transition to an 
AI-enabled team for 24*7 security
Took over and customized security to identify breaches in under a minute 
and prevent them in future with minimal cost of operations.

HARMAN DTS: Global Command Center (GCC) in Bangalore



Cyber attacks are a business-ending financial 
threat comprising everything from data accessed 
by unauthorized BYOD software to large-scale 
ransomware invasions. It stems not only from 
criminals and hackers but also from the lack of 
dedicated systems in place. Defined policies, 
constant surveillance, access management, and 
IT and non-IT support are all equally required to 
predict, prevent and/or resolve issues.

Problem Statement
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Being at the forefront of digital innovation with smart infrastructure and smart connectivity 
and crafting immersive experiences with advanced technologies like AI, Data Analytics, Cloud 
Engineering, Mobility, and IoT & Sensors, makes HARMAN International easily exposed to 
possible cyber crimes. This kind of exposure to cyberattacks and security breaches not only 
requires full-time protection but also like-minded partnerships. The massive flux of data 
flowing seamlessly across the HARMAN International network and the presence of 
information on cyber-physical platforms made it imperative to upgrade the management and 
support of monitoring cybersecurity teams.

This drove our shift to outsource the cybersecurity needs to HARMAN DTS to enable 
HARMAN International to efficiently move forward in its digital transformation journey. 
HARMAN DTS not only took over the reins of cybersecurity seamlessly but leveraged 
customized tools and deep-domain expertise to enable 24 x 7 x 365 security in record time.



Setting up a full-time events and incidents monitoring team within 4 weeks

HARMAN DTS customized commercially-available tools and worked closely with Security 
architects and OEMs to implement a security information and event management (SIEM) 
tool. Since the transition was timebound to only 4 weeks and required 12 resources and a 
lead, an initial seed team was formed from an existing project. 

Looking out for unknowns, we onboarded 5 experienced people on to the project while also 
retaining a few skilled resources from the incumbent vendor for the steady-state phase. Due 
to their experience, they were able to quickly adapt to the project requirements. Next, we 
added new members with extensive knowledge and trainings. In the end, our seed team 
consisted of both experienced and beginner-level staff with a security background.

This way, we were not only able to optimally utilize our existing resource pool but 
AI also fast-track the transition. We also enabled a number of extra features:

Security operations were improved by ensuring all the SLAs defined were exceeded.  After 
the transition was completed, we worked closely to implement new tools like migrating from 
symantec SIEM tool to IBM Qradar, implementing Crowdstrike, and more.

•  Higher efficiency with the continuous 
monitoring of over 200 critical 
devices which was earlier limited     
to only 25

•  Continuous integration on a daily 
basis to bring the incident count in 
control and retain focus on      
critical alerts

•   Tapping and utilizing AI within the 
tools and creating custom rules as  
per our requirements and focus

•  Automation for repetitive and 
high-volume activities like USB access

Solution Overview
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Benefits

Due to the high risk of security breaches in the digital landscape, proactive incident 
management is a mandate.

HARMAN DTS was able to modernize the architecture with built-in capabilities to 
ensure the safe exchange of information. We reduced the mean time to detect an 
issue to only a minute and the mean time to contain it to less than 10 minutes.

This also led to

•  15% reduction in the cost of operations
•  Higher efficiency due to increased monitoring coverage
•  Ability to leverage new implementations
•  Ability to change the toolset and implement them
•  Retention of all IPs created as part of operations
•  Fast scalability when new workloads get added

With this setting, cybersecurity management became more:

Today, HARMAN International is secured with state-of-the-art solutions tailored
to specific needs of data, network, and information ecosystem.

Efficient Cost-effective Scalable Agile Trusted

Enabling business resilience while 
securing the workplace

About HARMAN Digital Transformation Solutions (DTS)
HARMAN’s Digital Transformation Solutions (DTS) is a strategic business unit dedicated in blending the physical and digital to make technology more dynamic in 
order to serve the ever-changing human needs. Our team of over 7,000 employees, spread across 12 countries in 45+ locations, with their expertise across 
hardware, software, and industry domains are constantly delivering cutting edge technology solutions to over 200 clients globally. HARMAN DTS aims towards 
helping customers deliver a holistic experience to their customers – through the convergence of digital, cross channel user experience, cloud, mobility, insightful 
data, and internet-of-things backed by scalable underlying IT platforms. Healthcare, Communications, Industrial, Software, Retail and Hospitality being our key focus 
verticals, we have made significant investments into this space. Leveraging our global delivery approach, IPs, platforms and people, we deploy next generation 
technology platforms across industries, offer cost savings and deliver innovative solutions to help our clients on their digital journey. To know more, please visit 
https://services.harman.com

About HARMAN
HARMAN (harman.com) designs and engineers connected products and solutions for automakers, consumers, and enterprises worldwide, including connected car 
systems, audio and visual products, enterprise automation solutions; and services supporting the Internet of Things. With leading brands including AKG®, Harman 
Kardon®, Infinity®, JBL®, Lexicon®, Mark Levinson® and Revel®, HARMAN is admired by audiophiles, musicians and the entertainment venues where they perform 
around the world. More than 50 million automobiles on the road today are equipped with HARMAN audio and connected car systems. Our software services 
power billions of mobile devices and systems that are connected, integrated and secure across all platforms, from work and home to car and mobile. HARMAN has 
a workforce of approximately 30,000 people across the Americas, Europe, and Asia. In March 2017, HARMAN became a wholly-owned subsidiary of Samsung 
Electronics Co., Ltd.
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Talk to us
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